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Introduction
VP&P vision on Financial Economic Crime
Context
Since the introduction of the EU Anti Money Laundering Directive and first translation towards Dutch law by means of the Wet ter Voorkoming van Witwassen en Financiering
Terrorisme (WWFT) per August 2008, banks have put strong effort in getting in control regarding their Anti Money Laundering (AML) and Counter Terrorist Financing (CFT)
processes. Over the years, banks have matured with respect to their AML/CFT approach by optimizing certain aspects of their Target Operating Model in subsequent stages.
Whilst first focusing on remediating their client portfolio, mainly as a result of supervisory bodies, banks have made a shift towards implementing structural solutions to enhance
effectiveness and efficiency. They are utilizing new technologies and optimizing their internal organization focusing on Financial Economic Crime. Most recent developments are
aiming for industry wide collaboration in the area of policy alignment and utility tooling leading to a first movement in creating interbank operating models.

Purpose of this document
Over the last decade, Voogt Pijl & Partners has provided knowledge and expertise towards all major Dutch banks to overcome their challenges in the area of AML / CFT. The
purpose of this document is to share our vision on how banks can evolve from focusing on remediation towards full AML / CFT institutionalization. It explains how different
maturity stages are characterized by looking at different dimensions: governance, processes, technology and people. In addition, this document details the steps which need to
be taken to climb the maturity ladder. And defines how certain aspects of the Target Operating Model should be transformed in order to be successful. All models and elements
described are based VP&P’s experiences and best practices in the industry.
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Financial & Economic Crime (FEC) within the banking industry captured in maturity stages
FEC covers Customer Due Diligence, Transaction Monitoring, Client Filtering & Transaction Filtering
E. Institutionalize

D. Integrate
❑ Integrate processes for all FEC domains
❑ Create industry-wide shared data setup
and all in one FEC client file
❑ Fully leverage on new technology

C. Organize

B. Optimize

A. Remediate
❑ Short-term focus (DNB commitments)
❑ Project-driven
❑ Fragmented processes & IT

❑ Improving remediation processes
❑ Set up Business as Usual processes
❑ Apply new tech in specific FEC domains
• Centralised service desks

• Fragmented projects

• Initial workflow automation
• Process reengineering
• STP process for low risk clients

• Ad-hoc installed processes

• Robotics, data analyses, OCR
techniques

• End-user computing
• Manual Data Entry

• Continuous learning program
for specific teams

• High capacity and expertise
demand
• Onboarding & Training

Internal improvement

❑ Expand FEC client file with other risk
domains
❑ Exploit integrated client profiles for
service and commercial opportunities

❑ Define integrated TOM for FEC domain
❑ Harmonize policies & procedures
❑ Set up learning & development

•

Preparation Industry wide
FEC utility & Industry
aligned policies

• Clear ownership (business, IT,
Ops, Compliance)
• Cooperation industry parties
• Integrated FEC policy

•

Industry aligned and
standardized processes

•

• Guaranteed SLAs
• Product and segment
oriented processes

•

Intelligent data extraction
and cognitive engines
Integrated customer data
and profiles
Less systems

•

• Exploration of machine
learning
• Qualitative and quantitative
data joined

•

•

FEC combined with risk,
tax, sustainability domains

•

Holistic processes

•
•

Augmenting intelligence
Automatic data
communication between
internal and industry
systems

•

FEC capabilities embedded
throughout organisation

Future functions &
professions

• Organization wide FEC
awareness

Governance

QUANTUM
LEAP

Development on industry level

Processes

Technology

People

Development on organizational level
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Key challenges while advancing in FEC maturity
Four steps guide the transition each focusing on different domains of the Target Operating Model

A. Remediate

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

B. Optimize

C. Organize

Step 1

Step 2

Focus on Process

Focus on Governance and People

Designing standard processes & policies
out of multiple ‘legacy’ processes.
Embedding new way of working
Balancing and achieving feasible quick
wins whilst removing legacy.
Rationalizing and cleaning up client
portfolio.
Setting up missing or incomplete Businessas-Usual processes.
Data rationalization and data quality
improvement.
Rolling out automated tools to optimize
processes
Transition of labor force form manual
administrative tasks to risk-based
professional judgement work.
Clear communication of the ‘how’.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Setting up new (centralized) governance
and reporting structures.
Aligning interests and unifying purposes
across all 3 Lines of Defence.
Integrate KYC awareness & know-how
throughout whole organisation. Ensure
KYC perspective is integrated as a
structural component within the process
designs and KPIs.
Designing & setting up operational hubs
and service centres.
Developing Training & Awareness
program.
Designing a career path to retain KYC
professionals.
Clear communication of the ‘why’.
Especially for staff outside the Risk
domains.

Step 3

Step 4

Focus on Technology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

E. Institutionalize

D. Integrate

Integrating systems within the bank
(CDD&TM) and aim for ‘one single source
of truth’ and ‘industry standards’
Continuously improving data quality
which advances current processes and
enables AI/Machine learning
Preparing for industry utility tools and
develop industry standards
Setting up a governance, process and IT
structure for bank-wide FEC investigation.
Moving to one single FEC client file and
focused risk-based approaches vs
traditional rule based
Leveraging all interests from across
business lines.
Strive for t-shaped professionals with a
range of specialisms and interests

Focus on Governance and Technology

•

•
•
•
•
•

Not only FEC, but all risks taken into
account (e.g. Credit Risk, Tax,
Sustainability) in client life cycle
management.
Ensure balancing client life-cycle against
profitability and risk exposure.
Enabling the exchange of FEC related
client data within the industry.
Fully integrated way of working within the
value chain, including governmental bodies
and institutions.
Value chain proactively sharing
information amongst each other.
Installing sector wide FEC Utility tooling.

Governance

Processes

Technology

People
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Voogt Pijl & Partners has supported all major Dutch banks in the area of Financial Economic Crime
A wide array of projects enabling banks to climb the FEC maturity ladder

1

Global Transaction Monitoring

2

Optimize Transaction monitoring processes on a global scale
including:
❑ Benchmarking the Transaction Monitoring set up and processes.
❑ Defining the Target Operating Model (TOM) with regard to
Transaction Monitoring on a global scale.
❑ Designing and Implementing hub-based alert handling, including
Sanctions, COB and TM Processes.
❑ Set-up and alignment of 3 LoD model

4

Client File Enhancement
Coordinate bank-wide client file enhancement project focusing on
retail and SME client portfolio including:
❑ Coordination and installment of temporary multidisciplinary FEC
organization (market segments, operations, data analytics,
robotics, client services risk, legal) to realize DNB Commitments
❑ Organize large scale client outreach and design future digital
customer journey
❑ Design and implement exit strategies based on business risk
appetite

Global FEC Harmonization

3

Implementing one global TOM for a private banking division
including:
❑ Defining and implementing a global FEC policy including
standardized processes and procedures
❑ Set-up and organize global CDD units for client file remediation
❑ Roll-out of a generic instance of CDD work flow tooling

5

CDD Process Optimization
Reduce manual effort on clients life cycle processes including:
❑ Set up a new KYC department, in which a new process approach
was implemented, integrating the front and back-end
❑ Applying Big Data analytics and Robotics Process Automation to
improve efficiency and effectiveness of client onboarding and
review process
❑ Install STP process for low risk clients
❑ Develop and implement a bank-wide KYC Training & Awareness
program, incl. content development, measurement/reporting
and the integration within the (e)-learning platform of the bank

Strategic FEC Roadmap
Develop strategic FEC roadmap for business line departments to take
a more accountable role:
❑ Determine key objectives and results for the FEC domain
❑ Envision future FEC organization within business lines regarding
client outreach, risk classification allocation and business risk
appetite
❑ Develop transformation map and draft implementation plan

6

Client / Transaction Filtering
Global crisis program for structural improvement and
implementation of the AML Sanction domain
❑ Plan of approach for the roll out and implementation of policies
and standards in the field of CF, TF and TM worldwide
❑ Coordination of harmonization and improving the CF, TF and TM
processes, systems and set-up of operational units
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